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Does your current Revenue Meeting:

Only take one hour or less

Have full and active participation

Allow strong collaboration

Have no smartphones being used

And is everyone accountability?

If yes, then you are in the wrong session…….

Revenue Meeting Utopia



What makes a viable weekly Revenue Meeting?

There are four specific areas to discuss in every 

meeting.  Starting from outside before focusing on our 

internal.

1. General Market Dynamic, Government & Economic 

Climate

2. Competitive Hotel Environment

3. Our Property Performance 

4. Our Selling and Marketing strategies



General Manager

Director of Sales and Marketing

Revenue Management Expert

Director of Sales

Front Office Manager

Food and Beverage Manager

Catering and Conventions Manager (“Large Group” hotels)

Reservations Manager

These need to be the Key Decision makers who can recognize and fix 

the forecasted problems or take advance of an opportunity.

Everyone need to be prepared to make decisions.

Who should attend?



Why outside before inside? Market and Economy

Before you can make changes in your hotel revenue programs you 

will need to understand what is happening in your market.

Try to assign the market intelligence to a senior person like the GM or 

DOSM.  They have the best views of the big picture of what is happening 

in your area, city or country.

They report on things affecting the hotel business in your market from 

currency changes, government policies and/or the general economic 

environment.

Is your market mature? Or do you need to promote your 

destination?



Why outside before inside? Competitors

Who set prices in a Market?

This area is typically covered by the Revenue Management Expert, 

Front Office Manager and Director of Sale.

The items that are covered are rate positioning, competitor marketing 

initiatives.  Try to answer the question “what are they doing that hurts or 

helps us?”

In order to get a more in depth look at these competitors, assign a 

property to each person attending the meeting.  They can then also 

contribute. – Keep them involved.

Economics teaches us that the Market sets the prices



What is happening in our hotel?

Week in Review:
Performance to budget and forecast

Consumed Room Nights – Week over Week, Year over Year by Segments and Channels

GDS performance

Reservation Call statistics with conversions and abandon rates

Online Conversion statistics

Denials and Rate Resistance

Upselling Results

Reputation Management

STR Reports for Market Share stats

Future Pace and Outlook:
Yield Management system – How is your unconstrained demand?

Future Pace – Week over Week, Year over Year by Segments and Channels

Commercial or Leisure group pickups

Critical Dates of high or low demands 90 days out

Promotional Offers or Marketing Initiatives

Events affecting the market





What is happening in our hotel?

This is Way too Much Information…… for a meeting with the GM!

It is up to the Revenue Management Expert, Reservation Manager and 

Director of Sales & Marketing to HIGHLIGHT only the important 

items that week.

Provide insights on what is affecting your business:

Review the past

Identify the trends

Forecast these trends into the future

Identify the areas that need attention

Recognize brand restrictions

Suggest programs or changes

Develop “work around”

Bring solutions to the table, not just issues/problems



What to do now?

Now we know the problems and opportunities!

Come up with a new marketing program or selling strategy

Agree on the latest Corporate account

Decide on a new group

Make Decisions

Create a quick action plan

Assign responsibilities

Get the work done

And remember to laugh every so often!


